Aloha LoveTribe,
We're bringing in the new year with our New Year SALE to
Shine and Be SEEN in 2017. Everything will be at least
20% off, with MANY pieces having been put on the 50% off,
$24, $38 and $49 racks.

For our LoveTribe (you!) we will be offering
an additional 10% off your entire purchase,
but you must say the password: LoveTribe

This last year at Outback won Best of the East Bay and runner up for Best of
Ashland. We've heard from hundreds of you appreciating our contributions: uping
your game style wise and comfort wise, finding a treasure at a great price, cleaning
out your closet for the recycle rack in the Pt Richmond shop, getting comfort from my
words and from our holding a space of love, beauty and fun.
We (Outback Servient Goddesses) have become closer with each other, more
supportive and learned more about ourselves, while learning not to judge ourselves
and each other. Or more likely judging but then catching ourselves! We're better at
catching ourselves! Although we have so much love and appreciation for each other
it's not that hard ;)
And yes, for us all, it's been a strong gale of a year. Standing up for compassion and
awareness of our oneness with Black Lives Matter and Standing Rock. And growing
this compassion through all the transitions of inspirational Icons and within our
community of personal family, health, money and home, including Ghost Ship (wow,
that name!). These have the elements of loss/grief, of appreciation for artists
contribution to life (like water and food), of the housing issues for artists and displaced
residents with increasing rents, what the Occupy movement was shining a light on ...
and then there was the shocking election outcome.
My daughters and I are astrologically fire, water and air. We all take in and release
energy in different ways. We've learned not to resist but to use our different energies.
When shock hits, without resisting, the ripples smoothe out, the air calms and the fire
dissipates. We've learned to join our elements in ways that enhance; growing with the
flow while not putting a damper on needed energy, blowing away unwanted patterns
without getting blown away, and igniting passion without getting burned.
In our "LoveZone" Outback, our mission is to not judge all that has transpired or add to
the fray of fear, anger or hatred. It is to hold a vision of all, as healing our fractious
world and our coming together in our awareness of our oneness. Besides our
intention to create a safe peaceful space, our Stylists and Temple hostesses are here
to support you in finding clothing that will make you feel good in your skin, BeYouToFull
(beautiful and fully ourselves) in order to
SHINE and be SEEN in 2017!
May this coming year find us healthy, feeling the love, feeling our beauty and worth, and
living this dream in great fullness.

Being Fearless - Choose Love
xoxo Devi, Leslie, Hillary, Hsiao-Yee, Clare, Patricia, Gail, Luna,Margot,
Lisa, Margie, Yvonne, Becky, Heather, Yukiko, Chloe, Susan, Nancy,
Karin, Miriam, Beth, Rowan,Sam,Ariel, Ulam, Tashina, Laura and Robert!

Outback ... In the Temple of Venus

Servient Goddesses Outback... incomplete photo collage!
(missing Clare, Yvonne, Margot, Yukiko, Tashina, Ulam)

Although I didn't think it was up to "par", after hearing how this 1 minute video brought
peace to rough times for some of our LoveTribe, I decided to re-post bigger instead of
hidden! Once again proving Eric Utne's grandmothers' belief, that
"If it's worth doing, it's worth doing poorly!)

Click here.... Awareness of our oneness awakening in 2017

additional

10%off
entire purchase!(already reduced
an extra 20-50% off!)

Offer Expires:Jan 9

Password : LoveTribe

